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0, Introductim 

Consider two data structures c)9 and CW modelled 
as algebraic structures (Dv ; XC), ) and (D w : P, ~2 ) 

where Dc~ and D w are domains and I: my and Cw 
are signatures. 

Let us assume that V and 9# have ‘equally large’ 
domains (i.e. #(D& = #(D& and # stands for car- 
dinal&y). Then we can compare their expressiveness 
by means of their signatures. We call v and W equiv- 
alent with respect to expressiveness iff: if an element 
v in D V is represented by a X my -term, there is a CQ~ - 
term that represents the element w, in DW corre- 
sponding to v, and conversely for an element w in D, 
and its corresponding element v, in DQ . (If we say 
that V and ckp are equivalent w.r.t. expressiveness, in 
future we shall always assume #(D v) = #$(D w), 
because it has no meaning otherwise.) 

ln this paper we shall prove the following theorem: 

Theorem. Let c)3 and W be two algebraic structures 
with equal expressiveness. Then it holds that: 99 has 
an initial algebra specification (in the sense of the 
ADJ Group) iff W has. 

When proving this, which we shall do in section 2, 
we shall make explicit how I specification must be 
‘translated’. 

In section 3 we shall illustrate this theorem by m 

example which in fact is an enrichment of the struc- 
ture SO& of our previous paper [2]. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic 
work of the ADJ Group [3] but we shaIl refresh his 
memory by giving some exposition of the main no- 
tions in initial algebra specification in section I, to 
which we shall now turn. 

1. Preparatory material 

Initial algebra semantics assigns to a Specification 
(C, E) in which C is a signature (i.e. a set of symbols, 
each associated with a certain number k of open 
places (k is called the orlty of the symbol)), and 6 is a 
set of equations over C, a unique meaning in the class 
ALG(C, E) of all X-aIgebras satisfying tha equations 
of E ln the foIlowing way: two terms t and t’ over G 
are identical iff t and t’ can be pmue~# equal from the 
axioms in E (see [ 1,3]; the semantics of the condi- 
tional equatlons are @en in [!5]). 

An Qworted)a&ebm Cv of signature C is a struc- 
ture (VI, . ..) Vn; Z) in which the Vi are sets of ele- 
ments, called the don&u of 99 and C is a set ofsym- 
bols naming functions u which are each defmed on 
some cartesian product of the Vi: 
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where 1 < Q1, . . . . Qk, m Q n, and naming special ele- 
ments of the Vi, the so-called individz& constants of 
c)9, which can be considered as Gary operators on 9. 
C is called the s&n4zM of naming the constants 
of w 

The following facts hold: let 9 and Cw be algebras 
of ature C both tlnitely generated by their con- 
stants (i.e.9 and cI# are mhhal). Then: 

(1) any C-homomorphism d, : Cy + W is subjeo 
tN 

(2) if +, # : c)p -* W are C-homomorphisms then 
fP=il, 

(3) if there are C-homomorphisms & : c)o + W and 
$:CW+CV,thenCy&I#(byeither*orJI). 
L,et s be an equivalence relation on the n-sorted algebra 
C));thenwecallafamilyofsetsJ&V~(l <iit\,), 
suchthat VbEVi 31aEJ*forwhichb~a,atrovet- 
slrl for f. 

If G is a signature, then T(C) denotes the C+lgebra 
of all terms over C and TX IX,, . . . . X,] denotes the 
algebra of polynomials in the indeterminates X1, . . . . X,. 

If 9 is a Salgebia, then we mean by term evaEuo- 
t&n in 9 a map val~y : T(C) + 9 with evaluates each 
term t E T(Z) by substituting the constants of 9 by 
their names in t. val v can be defined uniquely as an epi- 
morphism T(Z) + 9. 

If Q : 9 + ckr is a homomorphism between C- 
algebras, then the following diagram commutes: 

We define pa&~c~~irrl evtrlucrti~n in 9 as the sub- 
stitution of som3 terms; = (al, . . . . at,) E (T(Z))p for 
indetarminates X = (xl. . . . . XP) (where q is a term 
naming an element of that domain over which Xi 
ranges), followed by the evaJuatio2 of term tm in 9. 

An ~uuMr is a pair (t(X), t’(X)) of polynomials 
from some TX [X, ,*., XJJp 3 0; if p = 0, Tc [X] =‘ 
T(C)) writtetas t(X) =2’(X), whereat it must be 
noted that t(X) and t’(X) need not have any indeter- 
minate in common. 

A ~~~#tionaZ equafibn is a formula of the form 

qA (t,(Z)= t@))+ t(z)= tQt>. 

If E is a set of (conditional) equations over E: and 
v is a C-algebra such that cI3 I= E, we say that CzI is 
an E-algebra. We define ALG(Z, E) as the class of all 

nd T(C, E) as the initial algebra for 
ALG(T:, E), constructed from T(Z); T(Z, E) = 
T(C& where + denotes the s,nallest congruence 
on T(C) that identifies terms of T(Z) by means of 
the equations of E. 

If t E T(C) we mean by e,(t) the EE-equivalence 
class E T(x, E) that contains t. 

An algebra 99 of signature Cv has a finite equa- 
tional (conditional) specification (2, E) if I= v = 2, 
E is a finite set elf (conditional) equations over Z, and 
T(C, E) z “)3. More details can be found in El ,3,5,6]. 

2. Transferring specificati:lns to equally expressible 
data structures 

In this section we shall reach the main goal of this 
paper. But in order to achieve this we must restate our 
definition of equivalency with respect to expressiveness 
from the introduction in a more formal way. (For no- 
tational convenience we only look at the single-sorted 
case .) 

Defmition. Two algebraic structures c)3 = (Dv ; L: v ) 
and cko = (Dw ; E w) are called equivalent with 
respect to expressiveness, notated as v & % iff 

(i) there exists a bijective function @ : D CY + D ckp, 
(ii) for each element f E Cv there is a polynomial 

t&E T+,, [X,, . ..s X,] (where k 2 0 is the arity of 
f; k = 0 means that f is an individual constant c E &) 
such that the diagram 

Dk 
cv f b Dv 

commutes, with 
- f is the k-ary operator on D!$ named by f, 
- tf is the k-ary op,erator on D&P , corresponding to 
the polynomial tdX): (Vsi E D&Y) t@) = valtw tf@ 
where z is a tuple of k terms E T(Z w ) such that 
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valw(ii) =si, and 

Z(x, , -09, xk) = ($h), ---P @(XL)), 

(iii) the same requirement as (ii) but with V andW 
interchanged, resulting in the commutative diagram 

faragfz-w. 

This definition is sufficiently formal to prove the 

following theorem: 

Theorem. If V = (D ,;L&ndW =@~;C’kt) 
are two algebraic structures such that c)3 & cko , then 
cl9 has an initial algebra specification iff W has. 

Proof. Suppose that V has a specification (XC,, Eq,): 
W r T(;I: v, E &. Now we must prove that cw =C 
T(&, , E W) for some set EQP of equations over C&W. 
When constructing this E QC we need the assumption 
that the operators named by the two signatures 
together, have been named consistently, i.e. two dif- 
ferent operators must have different names. (If not so: 
rename them.) 

As 99 G 94 we have for each k-ary f G Z:cv (k > 0) 
a polynomial 

td) E k,,, ix, 3 ..-s x,] 
that satisfies (ii) of the previous definition. In the fol- 
lowing we shall show that the set Ev in which all 
f E L: 3, have been replaced by their corresponding tf, 
extended by the following equations: for each g E 
ZZW an equation 

where t@) is t,@) in which all elements f E CC~ 
have bezn replaced by the corresponding tf E 
Tc 

Y 
[Xl, satisfies the requirements to be E, . 

irst we define; an enrichment c19 ’ = 0~; Cv U 
E:w ) of v, in which every (k-ary) g e C w (which 

names a function g : D$ + Dw in the structure W) 
names a function gv : P$ + D,, , such that the dia- 
gram 

k 
Qw 

9 
- Ow 

commutes. 
Notice that it holds that Vg E Cw, naming g in 

W, 3gv such that g&r, . . . . xk) = $-‘g(#(xI), . . . . 
$(xk)) on one hand, and VgE Cw, naming g in W , 
3 t, such that g(yr , l **s yk) = f&&b-‘(ul), l m*, @-‘t&k)) 

on the other. So for gw, $ belonging to certain g E 
Z.W (namingginW)itholdsthatg~(xr,...,x+ 
9-r g(tixr ), ..‘¶ Qyxk)) = 6’ @a(P 4Xx1), l “3 
@-’ !$@k)) = t&l, . . . . xk): &&? (j;) = t&i). ht this 
meansthat(VgE&) 

99’ t=g(x 1, *a*, xk) = t&h, l .v xk), 

i.e.CV’isahomomorphkimageofT(I;~ UC,, 
Ew UE*)inwhich 

E*‘= a)=t& I@&}. 

(We shall abbreviate the equation g@) = t&) (for 
certain g E C, ) as es.) However, we also know that 
99 r~ T& , ET), which means that there is a traver- 
sal J C T(&)for %W and a function $ : Dv + 
UjE, {e,,(i)} such that $ is an isomorphism Cv --, 
T(&, Ew). 

Clearly, the same J is a traversal C T(G c), U &,,P ) 
for %,, u E+ such that $’ : DQP 3 UJ~J {@,, u I+} 
isanisomorphisnW+T(C~ UG~,E+E+), 
becauseVtET(C-&Cw)&jEJsuchthat 
t qWu Ea j by rewriting all & symbols by means 
of the es e E*, and 

(1) Vf E Zw it holds directly that 

f(*‘(x)) SE cy U E* *‘(f(x)), 

(2)Vg&&: 

gW(x)) (!!I t@‘(x)) (8 S’(t&)) = v(eQ,(x)) 

(where E is an abbreviation of %,, u E.). So,3p ’ a 
T(& U&,,EQUE*). 
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Next we make an enrichment W ’ of W in a anal- 
ogous way: 

W’=@,;Zq9 u&9). 

Here we have that Vf E CC~ the diagram 

commutes, where f is the function named by fin Cv, 
f w is the function named by fin W ’ and k is the 
arity off. Furthermore it holds that fw (j;) = tfi). 

Ltmma.Q,isanisomorphism:cLo’+W’. 

Roof. @was already a bijective function Dw + Dw . 
Now it is also a homomorphism, because 

Vf named by GW : fw @9(x)) = #(f(x)), 

VSnamed by XGSS : g@OO) = Hg v(x)), 

soforeachhE&UU~: 

CONb~. 

W’YT(&U&,,,E~UE*). 

Thus&~ UG~pE~UE*)isaspecifrcationofCk)’ 
too.Asalready~‘PE~*with~+*~ {ec IfE&) 
in which ef stands for r(x) = tf(XX we can also say: 

CW’~T(CsU~c)r,,EcyUE+UE++}. 

But this in its turn is 6quivalent to: 

act’ = T(& U &,I ) E’W U E’ U E+“), 

where E& and E’are the sets ET and E+ (respec- 
tively) of equations in which every &P -symbol f 
has been replaced by h. 

Next we look at the equations of E++. Notice that 
these all contain a Cq -polynomial on the left side 
and a &,P -polynomial on the right. As we have elimi- 
nated &-symbols out of all other equations (of Eb 
and E’), it is intuitively clear that we can use an equa- 
tion et E E** merely to abbreviate a Xv -term, but 

never to prove an identity between ZW -terms, 
because in that case we must have expressed all terms 
in CQP -symbols to match the equations E E& U E’. 
Formally we can prove this. 

Lemma. For all I3w -terms tl, t2: 

E& UE’UE** l-t, =t2, iffEb UE’ kti=t2. 

Roof. The implication from the right side to the left 
is trivial: the fact that there are more equations im- 
phes that there are at least as many identities as 
before. 

In order to prove the implication from the left to 
the right, it is sufficient by completeness to prove the 
fO~OW@: vtl, t2 E T(&): 

(E& uE’UE** l=t, =t?)*(E;, UE’ kt, =t2) 

i:e. (for all structures Cu ’ E ALG(& U Zw ): 

(W’bE’lv UE’UE**)*(?I’C=tl =t2) 

implies for all structures % E ALG(X w ): 

(%I=Eb UE’)*(?Cktr =tz). 

Suppose% =& ;C&ZALG(& ,E’w UE‘), 
arbitrarily chosen. Expand cU to 3c ’ = (DW , Z: cv U 
Cw)suchthat ?(’ bE’g UE’UE**.ThenC~’ I= 
tr = t2. But now also W k tl = t2, because ?( and 3c’ 
hirve the same domain. 

This lemma yields the following corollary: 

Corollary. If c)pix stands for the Z:-reduct 1 of 13, 
then 

T(& u&,E;, UE’UE**)lzW= 

=T(&, E;, UE’). 

DefineEw 2 Eb U E’. Then 

W=W’l++ s T(& U &, EW U E**)lz, 

=T&,Ew). 

3. An application of the transfer lemma 

In [Z) we already encountered the structure SOI# 
modelling fmite sets of non-negative integers with 

t The C-reduct of an algebra W = (Dr), ; C v 1 with Z C CUP 
is defined as the algebra (Dcy ; Cl. 
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insertion. Now we look at enrichments of SOI++: 

SOIi = ((w; S, *; O), (SETS; fi), IN, #, DIFF 1) 

and 

SoIz = ((a; S, f, o), (SETS; 8), IN, #, DIFF2> 

in which o is the set of natural numbers, 
S names the successor s on o: s(x) = x t 1, 
+ names the addition + on o, 
0 names the constant 0 E o, 
SETS is the class of finite sets of natural numbers, 
$ names the empty set 8 (Z SETS 
IN names the insertion operator in: o X SETS + 
SETS defined by in(x, g) = @ U {x}, 
#names the operator # : SETS + w, giving of each 
set E SETS its cardinality. 
DIFFl names the operator diffl 
defined by 

1 

0 
diffl (t-1 3 52 I= 1 

if51 =t2, 

otherwise 
3 

DIFFz names the operator diff2 
defmed by 

: SETS + SETS, 

: SETS + SETS, 

1 

diff2& 3 62)= 

ifkl =t2, 

0 otherwise. 

First we note that SO1 l & SO12: take for Q, the 
identity (w U SETS) + (o U SETS) and take 

th = h for h E {S, +, 0, #, @, IN), 

tr(& ) Z2) = DIFF2(IN(DIFF2(Zl, Z,), IN(0, $)), 

IN(0, 8)) for f = DIFFl, 

and 

t&, Z2) = DIFF1(IN(DIFFl(Zl 3 $), IN(S(O), (b)), 

IN(S(O), $3)) for g = DIFFa . 

Although it is not at all clear how to specify SO12 
directly, we can now specify SOI, first, which is a 
much easier thing to do, and then apply our theorem. 

Let El be the set 

(el) X+S(Y)=S(X+Y), 
(ez) X + 0 = X, 
(es) IN(X, IN& X)) = IN(X, Ls), 
(ee) WX, INK 2)) = IMY, IN(X, Q), 

(es) 
@6) 

(e7) 

(es) 

teQ) 

ho) 

hl) 

(4312) 

#o = 0, 
#(IN& Z)) = #(Z) + DIFFI(IN(X, Z), 2’). 
DIFFr@, Z) = 0, 
DIFFr@r, a,) = DIFF&, Z,), 
DIFF ,(IW, a, $) * Slo), 
DIFFI(IN(X + S(Y), IN@, Q), IN& Z)) = 

= DIIWW + So, Q,Q, 
DIIWIN(X, G), %) - DIFIVIhI(O, 9), 

IN@, IN@IFF,(W?G s;,)? =2), 
IN@I~WW, %), %)# QN~ 

DIFFi(~N(O,Q),IN(O,IN(s(O),IN~,Q)~))= 
=S(O), 

and X1 = IS, +, 0, Q, IN, #, DIFFI ). 

Proposition. SOI, % T(&, El). 

Proof. Let 

Jl = {#(O) Ii Ew), 

53 = U 
IlEO 

UN@, IN@, . ..p IW& Q) -))I 

i? <*-<ii ew), 

where n in ig is an upper index, and for i E: oI i is 
short for S’(0). Then x : So11 + T(&, El) defined by 

x(z) = 

&(S”(O)) 

( 

if 2 E w , 

&(IN(rl; (2) 9 *-a wlno, 9) l *;))s 

if z E SETS and rl(z) < l -- < r,,,(z) are the elements of 
2,ordereC according to magnitude with omission of 
equal elements, is an isomorphism: clearly x is bijec- 
tive, because by means of El every SETS-sort term 
can be written uniquely in the form 

IN@%, . ..s wn, Qj l *.)) 
withq <g~~<r,Eo,andevery~orttermcan~ 
written uniquely as d(0) fat some i E 0. MomoveI, x 
is a homomorphism, because 

(1) Sx(z) =lJa x0) W E 4, 

0 x@1)+ x@2)=s, 3((21+4-m~l~z1 f-4, 

(3 Nm*xm%~ 

1% ~N~dtL,m(S), 0 -9) 
IN(r&U Et3),...&W (t3,fiP)b 

=dJwJ ~~3Pcp(in(zJD 
VzEw,V~EsET!L 

. 
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m4imm 

Ret~&. This propodtion, by the way, means that 
the structure 

=I# = ((w S, 01, (SETS; $1, m, #) 

of [Z] hss a hidden enrichment specification which 

fact was already mentioned in [4. 
The application of our Theorem in the previous 

~ectior! now yields directly the following: 

aI2 s ‘WL Ed 

where 

C2 = {S, +, 0, $, IN, #, DIFF? ) 

(naming the operators mentioned before) and Ez is 

the get El in which all occurrences of DIFF1(*,-) have 
been replaced Ijy 

DlFF2W(DIFW,-), IN@, 9)), IN@, 9)), 

united with the equation 

(e) DIFF2(&, E2) = 

= DIFF,(IN(DIFF,(IN(DIFF2(IN(DIFF2(Z1, Q, 

IN@, $)), IN@, 9)), IN@(O), 8% 

IN@@), 9)), wo, 9)) l 

(we can omit the identities such as S(X) = S(X) and 
fi = 9.) This example demonstrates how the transfer 
theorem can produce specifications of structures via 
specification of suitably chosen one!?; which can be 
specified easily. 
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